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Tentative Schedule of Nov. & Dec. 2021 Events
[Schedule of events will be re-evaluated based on the current status of COVID-19]
Tues., Nov. 2, 2021 - Temple Board (Zoom) Meeting @ 7pm
Sun., Nov. 7, 2021– Sunday/Shotsuki Hoyo/ABA Memorial Service @ 10am (Live Stream)
Sun., Nov. 14, 2021- Sunday Service @ 10am (Live Stream)
Sun., Nov. 21, 2021 - Sunday Service @ 10am (Live Stream)
Sun., Nov. 28, 2021 - NO Sunday Service
Sun., Dec. 5, 2021– Sunday/Shotsuki Hoyo/Bodhi Day Service @ 10am (Live Stream)
Tues., Dec. 7, 2021 - Temple Board (Zoom) Meeting @ 7pm
Sun., Dec. 12, 2021- Sunday Service @ 10am (Live Stream)
Sun., Dec. 19, 2021 - Sunday Service @ 10am (Live Stream)
Sun., Dec. 26, 2021 - NO Sunday Service
Fri., Dec. 31, 2021 - Joya-E Service @ 6pm (Live Stream)
Sat., Jan. 1, 2022 - New Year’s Day Service @ 10am (Live Stream)
Temple Office Telephone (831) 724-7860
Temple Office is temporarily closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. By Appointment only.
Email: buddhist@wbtemple.org
Website: www.wbtemple.org
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Three Poisons
According to the Buddha, there are three poisons. The first is greed, the second is anger
and the third is ignorance. The Buddha taught that the poisons cause pain, anxiety and
suffering. Of course eliminating the poisons takes discipline, time and great effort on our
part. The question some may ask is how does the three poisons cause pain and suffering.
In this month’s article I would like to focus on the second of the three poisons, anger.
There are real world examples that we can point to where we may have let anger get the
better of us. Our anger gets out of control and we throw something, we break something
or we say something and in each case we then regret what we have done. We then say
that, “My anger got the best of me”. As everyone knows well, controlling our anger can
be difficult. And I would say as mature adults most of us can “control” our anger. Our
anger may not manifest itself in tantrums or regretful words, but there is still seething
below anger that can linger for days, months or even years. It should be clear that anger
comes from someone, something or some situation that does not go the way we want it to.
When we get angry we blame others or we blame the world or we blame the politicians.
Never do we blame the self. The Buddha taught that the true cause of suffering because
of our anger is the self that cannot accept the truth of life. We cannot accept that we
don’t like things going against our beliefs or against our sense of right and wrong.
A Jodoshinshu priest went to the eye doctor and said, “Something is wrong with my
eyes”. After a thorough examination, the doctor said, “There is nothing wrong with your
eyes”. A few months later the priest returned to the eye doctor insisting that something
was wrong with his eyes. Again after a thorough examination the eye doctor said, “Your
eyes are perfect, what is the problem?” To this the priest replied, “I can only see others
faults, I cannot see my own”.

Inside this issuee

Just last month we commemorated the 20th anniversary of the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. As I watched the many shows reliving those
tragic events, I recalled the visceral reaction that many people had. There was tears and a
lot of anger. People lashed out at anyone who was Muslim or Middle Eastern. We as a
country immediately went to war fueled by the anger over the events of 9-11.

Donations ..………………………….. 5-6

As individuals and as a country we need to be more thoughtful and not react so quickly
with anger. It can only cause more pain, more suffering and regrets. As we experience
life we will have moments of anger, this is when we need to step back and contemplate
where that anger comes from. If we take just a moment to reflect, then possibly we can
make wiser decisions about our reaction.
Moments of anger are in a strange way an opportunity for us to reflect and see each
experience for what it truly is. We will continue to get angry and learn about ourselves in
the process. We will begin to see the imperfect self that Amida embraces totally without
question.
“Evil hindrance becomes the substance of virtue. As in the case of ice and water. The
more the ice the more the water, the more the hindrances the more the virtue.”
Gassho,
Reverend Hosei Shinseki
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Special points of interest:
Sun., Nov. 7, 2021– Sunday/
Shotsuki Hoyo/ABA
Memorial Service
(Eshinni & Kakushin Mem’l)
@ 10am (Live Stream)

Sun., Dec. 5—Sunday/Shotsuki
Hoyo/Bodhi Day Service
@ 10am (Live Stream)

Koso Wasan
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Here is Rev. Shinseki’s article in the Religious section of the Pajaronian newspaper
from the October 2021 issue for you to enjoy reading.

Masks
In the month of October many will be celebrating or observing Halloween. It is surprising
how many people have embraced this “holiday”. As Buddhists living here in America, we
have assimilated into the culture and traditions and many will observe Halloween with
parties, giving out treats and even decorating their homes.
I understand that the tradition of wearing masks comes from the belief that ghosts would
return to earth on Halloween. In order to hide themselves from the ghosts, people would wear
masks when they went out at night. People would do this in the hopes that they would fool
the ghosts into thinking they were fellow spirits. In our modern day, it has become “fun” to
don the mask of a super hero or a villain and play the part for one day.
In reality, we all don different masks throughout our lives. As an example, at one time we
might wear the mask of a student, or a teacher, in another instance we may be wearing the
mask of a parent or a child. We wear the mask of an employee or a supervisor, we are at one
moment a brother and at the same time a friend. We are husbands and wives, helpers and
consumers. We all have different persona that we wear from time to time.
These are the many masks that we wear, day to day, moment to moment. The Buddha
teaches us to take time to remove those masks and see the true and real self. Beneath all the
roles lies what the Buddha called Buddha nature, the potential to be truly wise and
compassionate. This is what we call Enlightenment. The true and real self is the unselfish
being that lies beneath all the roles we play.
The many different practices that Buddhism offers are intended to delve deep behind all the
roles we play and find the true and real self. As we practice and peel away the many layers
of self we find that the true and real self is the result of wisdom and compassion that we have
received from all our encounters and experiences. The encounter with this truth of life is
realizing our own blindness and foolishness. The result is our heart becomes one with the
heart of the Buddha, the heart of true wisdom and compassion that embraces all beings.
Living with the Buddha Dharma softens our rigid hearts and minds and we become freed
from selfishness and greed. Living with the Buddha Dharma opens up a deep gratitude for
the gift of life that we have received. Then we can celebrate not just the holidays, but we
can celebrate life itself.
Gassho,

Reverend Hosei Shinseki
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2021
Memorial Service Schedule
Year of Death
2020
2019
2015
2009
2005

Service
1st Year
3rd Annual
7th Annual
13th Annual
17th Annual

Year of Death
1997
1989
1972
1922

Service
25th Annual
33rd Annual
50th Annual
100th Annual

NOVEMBER SHOTSUKI HOYO, FAMILY MEMORIAL
Sunday, November 7, 2021 @ 10am; Live Streaming
Akiyama, Sadatoshi
Aoki, Tom Tsutomu
Aramaki, Kumaki
Arao, Henry Akio
Arao, Taisuke
Arita, Yoshino
Eto, Mitsugu
Fukuhara, Helen Natsuko
Fujii, Chizue
Fujita, Shinhichi
Fujita, Yoshio
Hamada, Sasayo
Hara, Fumiko
Hara, Toraji
Higaki, Dick Takashi
Idemoto, Mitsuji
Iwanaga, Fujino
Iwanaga, Tokiuyemon Jim
Izumizaki, Sadao
Kadotani, Hana
Kadotani, Peggy Ayako
Kaita, Jeri
Kaita, Kiyomi

Kajihara, Bill Kennichi
Kajihara, Masano
Kajihara, Sadao
Kajihara, Shizuko
Kajihara, Takeshi
Kamimoto, Yoshiko
Kinoshita, Hatsumo
Kohara, Kimi
Kohara, Shinnosuke
Matsunami, Kunishige
Mino, Barbara Ayako
Mio, Kazuji “Kaz”
Misumi, Saburo
Nagamine, Daisy Iku
Nakahara, Chikiye
Nakamori, Natsu
Nishita, Hiroshi
Nitta, Tokuki
Oda, Betty
Ogawa, Chiyo
Okamoto, Fumiko
Ota, Lois
Sakae, Roy

Shiotani, Fumiko Frances
Shirachi, Ryu
Sukekane, Ayano
Tada, Ben
Takei, Jean
Tao, Katsumi Jim
Tominaga, Tatsuyoshi “Tats”
Ura, Senza
Wada, Masao
Wakayama, Fusajiro
Wobber, William
Yagi, Tami
Yamakoshi, Kikuyo
Yamamoto, Kiku
Yamashita, Hideo
Yoshida, Charles
Yoshida, Kuni

On behalf of the Sangha of the Watsonville Buddhist Temple, we wish to
extend our deepest condolences to the families of Haruko Yoshii, Grant Sakae,
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Teruko Hirahara and Sato Yamamoto. Namo-Amida Butsu

DECEMBER SHOTSUKI HOYO, FAMILY MEMORIAL
Sunday, December 5, 2021 @ 10am; Live Streaming

Aramaki, Yoshiro Roy
Arao, Betty Yaeko
Enomoto, Kiku
Eto, Wataru
Etow, Hajime
Etow, Shigeru
Fujii, Kimiyo
Fukuba, Norman
Hamada, Takino
Hamada, Tomiye
Hamamoto, Kimi
Hane, Machie
Hara, Yoneko
Hirahara, Satoshi
Hirahara, Teyo
Hirano, Susan
Ito, Uta
Kadotani, Mitsuko
Kaita, Bruce
Kaita, Kanezo
Kamimoto, Kay
Kawasaki, Jihei
Kimura, John Mitoshi
Maemura, Yoshinobu
Matoba, Tatsue
Matsumoto, George

Matsumoto, Michie
Mine, Kikue
Misumi, Mary
Misumi, Shizue
Morimoto, Haya
Morimune, Soichi
Murakami, Harumi
Murakami, Kumajiro
Murakami, Shoichi
Nakamura, Meiji
Nishita, Shuichi
Nitta, Kumezo
Oda, Toku
Oda, Tokuzo
Saiki, Hajime
Saiki, Roy
Sakai, Chiyono
Sakai, Kiyoto
Sakata, Ichiji
Sakuma, Henry Shochi
Sakaue, Somo
Shinta, Kunito
Shirachi, William
Suduo, Sakaye
Takemoto, Toshiye
Tawamoto, Tsunesuke

Terasaki, Sam Yoshinobu
Teshima, Iwao
Teshima, Phyllis Masaye
Torigoe, Bunkichi
Toriumi, Jim Shigeru
Tsuda, Tomio
Tsuji, Saizo
Ura, John Susumu
Uyeda, Jitsuto
Wada, Hatsu
Wada, Shozo
Yamakoshi, Frank
Yamamoto, Lewis Kazuo
Yamamoto, Tadashi
Yamashita, Akira
Yamashita, Haru
Yamashita, Masano
Yamashita, Tomiko
Yonemura, Edward
Yoneyama, Lee Ritsuo
Yoshida, Yaemo
Yoshii, Kumakichi

Shotsuki Hoyo Donations
Arao, Jimmy, Yoshiko & Bruce
Henry, Becky
Izumizaki, Christine
Kawasaki, Kiyo & Aileen
Kodama, Hisako
Kyono, Yuki Morimune
Matano, Susumu & Michiko
Matsunami, Sumiko
Mitani, Mark
Morimune, Betty
Nakamoto, Metcko
Nishihara, Eiko
Nishihara, Yoshiko
Nitao, Itaru & Aiko
Onizuka, Diane

Shingai, Barbara & Bob
Suruki, Tatsuro & Ryoko
Tao, Janice
Tsujii, Hatsuko
Umeda, Yoko
Ura, Esther
Uyematsu, Alan & Gayle
Wada, Ted
Yamamoto, Bruce
Yamamoto, Jeffrey
Yamamoto, Sato
Yamamoto, Steve
Yamamoto, Wayne
Miye Yamashita Family
Yokomizo, Donna & Cliff
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DONATIONS (as of 10/22/2021) – Watsonville Buddhist Temple gratefully
acknowledges your generous support:
In Appreciation
Kodama, Hisako – In Memory of Akira Kodama
Maruyama Family – In Memory of Edward Maruyama
Mine, Gary & Cindy
Misumi, Carolyn – In Memory of Saburo Misumi, 7th yr mem’l
Nakamura, Larry & Kathy – In Memory of Tadao Nakamura
Nakamura, Ruby – In Memory of Tadao Nakamura
Nitao, Itaru & Aiko - Nembutsu Family Conference Donation
Nitta, Dan & Karen – In Memory of Fred Nitta, 43 yr mem’l
Nitta, Dan & Karen – In Memory of Helen Nitta Mito, 3rd yr mem’l
Niiyama, Karen; Wada, Barbara & Michael – Grace & Shig Wada 17th yr mem’l
Rikimaru, Annette – In Memory of Masajiro Shirachi
Sakai, George & Georgia – George Inokuchi’s 25th yr mem’l
Tanimoto, Ken & Alice - Justin’s wedding
Ura, Esther – For her (3) Grandchildren’s accomplishments & BCA Dana Program
Miye Yamashita Family
Obon
th
Yoshida, Riiko – In Memory of Goro Yoshida, 13 yr mem’l
Betty Morimune
Louis Jemison
Akimoto, Bill & Ida
Matano, Susumu & Michiko
Mio, Diane
Yoshiko Kawasaki (1 yr mem’l)
Kawasaki, Kiyo & Aileen
Tamaki, Chiye
Yamamura, Emi & Ken
George Nakamura
Abad, Elaine & Gino
Haneta, Tadayoshi & Junko
Kozuki, Ryoko
Lum, Louise & Lyman
Shingai, Barbara & Bob
Teruko Hirahara
Akiyama, Isamu & Kiiko
Akiyoshi, Thomas & Reiko
Gavin, Jennifer Ura
Hane, Judy
Hirahara, Kaoru & Family
Hyde Family, Harold
Matano, Susumu & Michiko
Mio, Diane
Nitta, Dan & Karen
Sakamoto, Sam & Yae
Ura, Esther
Uyeda, Norman & Susan

Isamu Kawasaki (7 yr mem’l)
Kawasaki, Kiyo & Aileen
Yamamura, Emi & Ken
Haruko Yoshii
Fujii, Nobue
Jones, Robert & Elizabeth
Kodama, Hisako
Sakamoto, Sam & Yae
Tamaki Family
Miye Yamashita Family
Yamashita, Toshiko
Yoshii, Miyoko & Family
Ohigan
Akiyama, Isamu & Kiiko
Akiyama, Jean
Akiyama, Nobuko
Fujii, Nobue
Hamada, Dennis
Hirahara, Kaoru
Kaita, Emiko
Kawasaki, Kiyo & Aileen
Kodama, Hisako
Matsunami, Sumiko
Nakatani, Noboru
Nishihara, Eiko
Nishihara, Yoshiko
Nitao, Itaru & Aiko
Okamoto, Itsuko
Shikuma, Shizue

Grant Sakae
Fujii, Gilbert & Sherry
Shingai, Barbara & Bob

Shingai, Barbara & Bob
Suruki, Tatsuro & Ryoko
Tamaki Family
Tanimoto, Ken & Alice
Tao, Janice
Tao, Mitsuyo
Tao, Shizuko
Umeda, Yoko
Ura, Esther
Uyematsu, Richard & Susan
Yamada, Sumiko
Yamashita, Toshiko
Yoshida, Mae
Yoshida, Perry & Kim
Yoshida, Riiko
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Temple COVID Update

The Temple continues to live stream or prerecord Sunday services. We have held
some private memorial services for family
groups, following COVID parameters. We
anticipate remaining closed through the
end of the calendar year to ensure the
safety of our temple members. The Board
will continue to review this topic and keep
you apprised of any changes.
Your patience and understanding is greatly
appreciated during these challenging times.
Credit to Janet Allinger, Artist

Eitaikyo 永代経読
Each year in November we observe our temple Eitaikyo service. 永代経読, the full term is Eitai doku
kyo, literally means perpetual sutra chanting. This is a unique Japanese Buddhist observance. The
term Ei means eternal. It’s Chinese character means a river with many tributaries that flow on and on.
Tai means generations. Kyo means sutras or the words of the Buddha. doku means to chant. So the
meaning is to eternally chant the sutras in memory of the generations of loved one who have died. At
our temples we will continue to chant the sutras in their memory in perpetuity.
At our temples we have established a special Eitaikyo perpetual memorial fund. This was established
to ensure the continuation of the teachings of Jodoshinshu and the Nembutsu. The fund is to be used
specifically for the maintenance, replacement and repair of the temple altar or onaijin. The fund is
maintained through the donations in memory of deceased family members. This ensures a perpetual
service for the deceased even when there are no family members left to observe a memorial service. A
special book sits on the onaijin with the names of the deceased.
Since the purpose of Eitaikyo is to ensure that a Jodoshinshu service is conducted eternally in memory
of a loved one’s name in the registry, families make initial donations into the fund and all donations at
the annual Eitaikyo service are deposited into the fund.
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TEMPLE CLEAN-UP LIST
The Temple has numerous area(s) where volunteer help can be used. If you would like to
volunteer to help in any of the following areas listed, please contact the Temple Office. Some
of these exterior areas can be done without access to the Temple. For any interior work, please
contact the Temple Office to schedule when work can be done (in order to
disable building alarms). ANY HELP WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED!
General Yard Cleanup
Pull Weeds - front and back of Temple
Pull Weeds - behind BBQ area in back parking lot
Clean behind the garage and storage room
Clean bell tower area
Install pavers in front of temple bulletin board
Parsonage
Backyard Clean Up
Front yard Clean Up
Repairs
Repair side gate of parsonage
Repair the outdoor kitchen booth roof
Repair walk in refrigerator roof
Caulking the gym window
Gym floor vent needs repair
Install door to outdoor booth (prevent people from
sleeping and tampering in the booth

Organization and clean up
Garage
Storage room/pantry—In Process
BBQ storage room
Walk in Cooler
Tool Shed
Shed in front of Temple
Install security camera

Kitchen
Organize drawers/ cabinets
Clean refrigerator—DONE
Clean freezer—DONE
Mop
Clean chalk board –DONE
Clean stove/oven
Gym
Stage mop/ dust (wax)
Organize the storage room behind the stage
Mop gym floor
Organize the chairs and tables
Clean outside Udon area

Hondo
Clean window sills
Light bulbs

Conference Room
Mop/dust
Clean chalk board

Classrooms/Kindergarten room
Mop/dust
Clean chalk board

As of 10.22.21

CALL TEMPLE OFFICE IF INTERESTED IN HELPING . . . . .
(831) 724-7860
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SPECIAL THANKS
On behalf of the Watsonville Buddhist Temple, we wish to extend our heartfelt
thanks to everyone who worked on the virtual 2021 Nembutsu Family
Conference. There was 127 registered participants. Special welcome message
was given by Bishop Marvin Harada and keynote speaker was Rev. Harry Bridge
from Oakland Buddhist Temple. Many thanks to Chairperson Bill Wurtenberg,
Rev. Jay Shinseki for his leadership & guidance, Patrick Casey, Peer Hester and
Perry Yoshida for their technical expertise along with John Arima (Mtn. View) and
Mas Nishimura (San Jose).
All in all, the conference was very successful and we all experienced
“KANSHA” (as Rev. Bridge defined it as gratitude, thanks and appreciation).

Want to Get Involved?
A new Temple Ad Hoc Committee is being created to determine how to preserve pictures, articles, memorabilia items of our rich Watsonville Buddhist Temple history. This group will be in
collaboration with Pajaro Valley Historical Association ad with Buddhist Churches of America
Archives Committee. If you are interested with this committee, please contact Ken Tanimoto at
email: mojaybo98@gmail.com or cell (831) 332-9691.
The next ICHIMI will have more content of how to preserve our history.
Ken Tanimoto

New Store Features Kagoshima-ken
San Francisco’s Japan Center will have a new store that will feature information and products
from various prefectures. First up, is Kagoshima. The store, Japantenna, will be open Friday
to Sunday, starting November 12. For more information go to https://janaptenna.org
Each month will feature a different prefecture.
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Watsonville Buddhist Temple
See’s Candies Fund Raiser
With the Holidays coming up, why drive to the Shopping
Mall, and stand in line to buy your See’s Candy when you
can preorder your See’s Candy and pick it up at the
Watsonville Buddhist Temple.
Each purchase made will contribute to the Temple Fund.

Last Day to Order is—November 19
Pick up Days @ Temple Office
Saturday, December 4 / 9:00AM—1:00PM
Wednesday, December 8 / 10:00AM—1:00PM
TO ORDER: Mail form & payment to Temple Office
423 Bridge St/ Watsonville CA 95076 / buddhist@wbtemple.org
The Perfect Gift for Friends,
Family, Mail Person,
Delivery Person, Gardener,
Neighbors, Hairstylist

For Credit Card Orders, call Temple Office 831.724.7860

See’s Candy Order Form
NAME:
.
PHONE NUMBER: ____________________________________.
Item

Price

Christmas Delivery Box (7 piece box)

$

10.00

Assorted Lollypops

$

25.50

1 lb 8 oz Peanut Brittle

$

26.00

1 lb Nuts & Chews (wrapped)

$

25.50

1 lb Assorted Chocolates (wrapped)

$

25.50

2 lb Nuts & Chews (wrapped)

$

49.00

2 lb Assorted Chocolates (wrapped)

$

49.00

$25 See's Candy Gift Card

$

25.00
TOTAL

Quantity
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Send a Ichimi Holiday Greeting
Sheltering in Place?
Haven’t seen your Temple Friends?
We are taking orders for your Holiday
Greetings. Orders must be received by
December 1 for the January Ichimi.

Suggested Donation
Business Card Size - $20
Your Name and a message that can be fit on a business card
sized greeting

Quarter Page Greeting -$50
Your Name with room for a longer message

ORDER FORM - MAIL TO:
Watsonville Buddhist Temple
423 Bridge St, Watsonville CA 95076
I would like a Business Card Size Greeting - $20
I would like a Quarter Page Greeting
- $50

Message _____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
NAME
_____________________________________________
PHONE _____________________________________________
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Highlights of Temple Board Meetings – Sept.7 and Oct. 5, 2021
Minister’s Report:
* Planning continues on the upcoming Nembutsu Family Conference for Sun., Oct. 24, 2021. Mountain View and
San Jose temples are assisting with the technical support needed as this event is totally virtual.
* Reopening Temple for services and other events: Board decided to keep Temple closed until further notice, due
to the continuing COVID-19 issues. Private family services may be scheduled, with volunteer assistance based on
the size of the number of attendees.
General Business:
*Tri-Temples (Watsonville, Monterey and Salinas) are negotiating a 3-way arrangement based on membership,
dividing Rev. Shinseki’s time more equitably to each of the temples (50% Watsonville; 15% Monterey; 35% Salinas).
Projecting this new arrangement will begin Oct. 1, 2021. Bishop Harada commented that BCA may use this template
for other temples.
* BCA Social Welfare Grant of $3,000 was awarded to Watsonville Buddhist Temple, towards the monthly Salvation
Army Meal Project.
* Temple Projects: Temple has completed replacing exterior fencing in three areas: main corner parking lot
(Bridge/Blackburn St), adjoining fences beside Hondo and behind kindergarten/kitchen area. Updated heating
thermostats have been replaced in Hondo, conference room, main hallway and gym.
* Due to COVID concerns, Mochi-Tsuki will not be held by the Temple this Dec. 2021.
* Temple is evaluating how to handle approx. (15) unclaimed urns, held in the Hondo.
* ABA memorial service will be livestreamed on Sun., Nov. 7 (not in-person).
* A successful fundraiser through Panda Express for Watsonville Buddhist Temple was held on Sept. 12, 2021.
Estimated profit was $2,337 (including private donations received). Monterey Buddhist Temple will be holding a
similar event on Fri., Oct. 15, 2021. Encouraged members to support Monterey’s event.
* See’s Candy fundraiser will be held, taking orders through Nov. 19. Pick up times will be scheduled in Dec. 2021.
* Temple Project List: A master list of interior/exterior projects is being established as there are numerous things
that need to be done at the Temple on an on-going basis. The Temple office will have a master list and any
volunteers are invited to sign up. As the Temple can’t have large clean-up day(s), it would easier to manage these
projects with small number of individuals.
* New Board Members for 2022: Discussion has begun about prospective new board members. Election process
will take place in November and Board ballots will be mailed out in early Nov. 2021.
* 2022 Temple Operating Budget: A committee will be preparing a draft budget for 2022 for board review in Nov.
and final approval in Dec. 2021.
* Future Archives Ad Hoc Committee: A new committee will be created to determine how to preserve pictures and
items of Japanese/Buddhist history, in collaboration with the Pajaro Valley Historical Association. Interested parties
are to contact Ken Tanimoto.
* Upcoming services in Sept. and Oct. 2021 were reviewed. All services will be live-streamed or pre-recorded.
Next Board Meeting: Tues., Nov. 2, 2021 @ 7:00 p.m. (ZOOM)
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Monterey Museum of Art presents the work of eight Sansei
artists honoring family members’ memories of incarceration
during WWII By Susan Kunimatsu - October 25, 2021
The incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War II is a dark episode in U.S. history. Two
months after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, President Franklin Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066,
forcing 120,000 Japanese Americans from West Coast states into concentration camps, without trial or
evidence of any crime. Most were immigrants (Issei) and their American-born children (Nisei). After
the war, they were notoriously reluctant to talk about the
incarceration, dismissing it as gaman, the duty to bear the unbearable.
Although few Sansei (third generation) are old enough to have experienced the camps in person, they
share the weight of those memories. They coaxed out their parents’ and grandparents’ stories and led
the campaign for justice. Shadows from the Past: Sansei Artists and the American Concentration
Camps, currently on view at the Monterey Museum of Art, presents the work of eight Sansei artists
that bear witness to those memories. The incarceration is an important theme in their work, but for
most, it is a memory passed down by family members, mediated but also intensified by the passage of
time. They are motivated to tell these stories of injustice and displacement by a desire to prevent their
recurrence.
Some of the artists take a narrative approach, using photographs and artifacts to tell stories. A cache of
family photographs taken in the Jerome, Arkansas concentration camp awakened Jerry Takigawa to
the feelings of shame and loss his family suffered during their incarceration. It galvanized him to
create Balancing Cultures, a series of photo montages layering artifacts and documents with the
pictures from camp.
Other works are more symbolic or allegorical. Tom Nakashima’s densely textured paintings contain
literal and abstract references: images of guard towers and cages set in desolate landscapes refer to the
incarceration of Japanese Americans as well as more recent detentions of Muslims and Latin
American immigrants.

“The Sansei are the last generation to know first-hand the stories of those who were incarcerated” says
Larry Oda, past President of the Japanese American Citizens League. “In this exhibition, Sansei keep
the previous generation’s stories of hope and humanity alive.” Artist Na Omi Judy Shintani describes
the important role artists can play in in ensuring that the story of the incarceration is not forgotten:
“Often this history is not talked about because it brings up pain, anger, and shame. I am honored that I
am trusted to take the public beyond the textbook for a window into these personal experiences and to
use this material to convey how our past connects to what is currently happening in our world.”
Shadows from the Past: Sansei Artists and the American Concentration Camps, curated by Gail Enns,
at the Monterey Museum of Art, Monterey, CA through January 9, 2022. The exhibition can be viewed
on the museum’s website: montereyart.org. The exhibition is also online at its previous venue, the LH
Horton Jr Art Gallery at San Joaquin Delta College. An exhibition catalog is available.

https://montereyart.org/upcoming-exhibitions/shadows-of-the-past-sansei-artists-and-the-japaneseamerican-concentration-camps/
CHECK THIS OUT!
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About Autumn
There is something about the Autumn,
That plays on our heartstrings and soul.
The harvest moon is singing a tune,
And twinkling stars are taking a stroll.
Autumn, or Fall, as it's often called,
Appears between Summer and Winter.
The liveliest celebration is Oktoberfest,
And the happiest fellow is the vintner.

A sense of nostalgia often prevails,
When Summer bids its last farewell.
Leaves of green are leaving the scene,
As red and gold now cast their spell.
Autumn is also the time of year,
When sleep patterns go out of whack.
The days are shorter with less sunshine,
So even our think tank loses its knack.
But win or lose, with skill and will,
The Giants, Warriors, 49'rs and Sharks,
Will continue to ignite the spark in our heart,
Easily reaching the high- water mark.
The funniest of all is what comes in the Fall,
That is joyful, ghoulish, and keen.
The annual fright night is sheer delight.
What I mean is ~ Happy Halloween!
Creepy cornstalks covered with cobwebs,
Aggressive ghostbusters and scary skeletons,
Free to be who they choose to be,
It is all in fun ~ especially for little ones.
Fall is also The Autumn of our Life,
So make the most of those daylight hours.
Before the cold, blustery Winter arrives,
Enjoy the sun ~ and smell the flowers.
janice tao
( 10-2021)
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Email:
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Grunnagle-Ament-Nelson
Jim Stephens
Marchel V. Nelson

Best Wishes to the Yamashita Family
in their Retirement (July 2021)

Watsonville Buddhist Temple does not endorse any
advertisers in this newsletter.

Follow us on Twitter @WatsonvilleBT
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